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Questions are an integral part of learning. They help 

me realize areas of study that require clarification. 

Here are more questions from BJJY members. Be 

aware that sometimes the questions and/or answers 

are edited to depersonalize them. 
 

None of the question responses, opinions, or edito-

rial content provide any legal or medical advice in 

any form or manner  regardless of how qualified or 

experienced the author may be. Always consult a 

qualified attorney in your state if you need any type 

of  legal advice or your physician for medical advice. 
 

Also, the opinions expressed in any editorials are 

solely those of the author and do not necessarily 

represent or reflect the views of the BJJY or its 

members individually or as a group. 

 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

The Zoom workshop will be on 

Saturday, 12/3 [just one] 

 this month, from 8-9:30AM. 
 

If you’d like to participate please click  here.   

If you need help with a technique or two or have 

some topics you’d like us to discuss,  please let 

me know. 

55th Year! 

Q: How do I go about getting Budoshin uniform 

patches?  071422 

A: You can go to https://budoshin.com/store/photos-

emblems-merchandise/ and shop to your heart’s de-

light except for a 2-3 restricted patches.  

 

Q: I have recieved new "patches" from my jujut-

su-club, club- and association-patch. Since I 

train both this new style as well as Budoshin, 

can I have both style-patches on my gi? (It is 

okay and approved by the sensei in the new 

style but I want your opinion too of course on 

what is okay within Budoshin). 072522 

A: There’s the ideal and there’s the reality. It’s more 

realistic to deal with the reality of things. In other 

words, as Sun Tzu said, you have to choose your 

battles and avoid battles you can’t win. 

            To make a long story short, it’s ok. I occa-

sionally have students who do so as well  

 

Q: Sometimes you say you’re testing a student 

and other times you say your evaluating them 

for promotion. Is there any difference between 

the two, and if so, what is it? 072522 

A: For me “testing” a student is more of an evalua-

tion of their progress rather than final accomplish-

ment of certain skills. Usually in a dojo situation, if I 

feel the student is ready for the next belt level I’ll ask 

them if they’d like to “test”. [Of course, if they feel 

they’re read to test for the next belt rank they can 

initiate the “testing process” themselves.]  

 To me the “test” is a piece of paper for their 

reference. Although it also serves as a guide for me, 

because I’m also evaluating them on their improve-

ment of previously learned skills, I’m evaluating 

them on their progress since their last evaluation/

test. It may be on how smoothly they transition from 

one step to another or if their techniques show more 

confidence and control in execution. In other words, 

I’m not just looking at what you do, but how you do 

it. You could call it “mat presence” for lack of a better 

term. 

 

Q: Did you always have belt-rank tests in your 

dojo? 072522 

A: My sensei [Jack Seki] never had anything in writ-

ing and neither did I during my first several years of 

teaching. I think we both looked to see that a student 

was growing in their learning and mastery of whatev-

er was being taught.  

https://budoshin.com/contact/#got
https://budoshin.com/store/photos-emblems-merchandise/
https://budoshin.com/store/photos-emblems-merchandise/


The Philosophical 
Conundrum 

by George Kirby 

  

[Note: None of the infor-

mation presented in this 

editorial is legal advice, 

but opinion only.] 

 

 You’re learning a 

martial art for self-

defense, right? Nothing 

wrong with that, right? 

Learning how to defend 

yourself effectively means 

you may be in a physical 

conflict with an attacker 

and one – or both of you – will get hurt, right?  

 But that’s what you trained for, right? 

 

 WRONG! 

 

 If your sensei has been responsible to you 

and done his job right, he should have also con-

veyed and helped you adopt a philosophy of non-

violence as part of your responsible training; that a 

physical conflict should be avoided whenever possi-

ble as it is the lowest form of human behavior and 

indicate that all other means of resolution have 

failed.  

 

 HUH? 

 

 That’s it in a nutshell. If you’re a well-trained 

martial artist with street-effective self-defense skills 

[most traditional martial arts & especially traditional 

jujitsu] you have a responsibility to avoid hurting, in-

juring, or permanently incapacitating another individ-

ual whenever possible. You have to recognize that 

with knowledge comes responsibility.  

 So, how do you handle the philosophical co-

nundrum of protecting yourself in a street attack and 

yet following a philosophy on non-violence, while rec-

ognizing that your physical actions may, in fact, hurt, 

injure, or permanently incapacitate your attacker? 

 You could say, “He attacked me,” or “I had to 

defend myself,” or “I didn’t mean to hurt him,” or any 

other number of rationalizations. However, the fact 

remains that you were in a physical altercation which 

is the most demeaning action you can be involved in.  

 Unfortunately [relatively speaking], I’ve had 

several students involved in street situations over the 

years and most of them ended up injuring their at-

tackers to the point where the attacker could not con-

tinue their attack. There were two common outcomes 

from these conflicts. First, the students were sur-

prised that the technique they used actually worked 

and did what it was supposed to do. The second out-

come was more difficult to deal with as it was an 

emotional/psychological one. They were actually up-

set or felt bad about injuring another human being. In 

listening to their concerns and reassuring them that 

their feelings were ok and normal [no one in their 

“right” mind likes to or would intentionally hurt anoth-

er human being in a normal situation,] they eventual-

ly accepted the reality and the responsibility of their 

knowledge. With additional discussion they eventual-

ly realized that although they may have felt bad 

about injuring another person, and that their feelings 

were legitimate, that injury was not their fault, but the 

fault of the attacker.  

 However, the conundrum still exists and you 

still have to figure out how to resolve it --- for your 

own peace of mind. 

 Seki had a philosophical approach to dealing 

with this issue that has some rational logic to it if you 

can also accept what ki [energy flow] is and how it 

can be used. 

 In traditional jujitsu and the “softer” traditional 

martial arts [especially aikido], the goal is to redirect 

your attacker’s energy and momentum to thwart, de-

flect, or detour an attack with some level of control of 

the attacker’s direction of attack. In essence, an ideal 

defensive action entails the maximized use of the 

attacker’s ki combined with the minimal flow of yours 

for the purpose of directional guidance. 

 Sounds innocent enough, doesn’t it. Howev-

er, understanding and applying that concept is the 

key [ki] to effective self-defense. That’s why jujitsu is 

referred to as the “gentle art” [ju = gentle, jitsu = art]. 

 However, this alone doesn’t get you out of the 

conundrum. But it helps set up a resolution that is 

much easier to live with. 

 Seki, took this a step further by saying that 

only a “sick” [psychologically] person will physically 

attack another human being and that if you are phys-

ically attacked by a “sick” person you have a respon-

sibility to “help” them. By using their ki you can help 

them go in the direction they want to go. You are not 



SOPHIE’S TAKE 
by Sophie 

 

My Christmas wish is 

for a whole bunch of 

bones with peanut 

butter inside. M-m-m-

m-m-m-m!  

 Both “handbooks” have been revised & up-

dated numerous times. I doubt if the belt-rank criteria 

in each one will ever be permanently etched in 

stone.  

 

Q: I am interested in registering myself and anoth-

er person in your BB course. If we do so, how do 

we conduct testing? I just want to clarify before I 

do so. Thank you for your help. 073122 

A: Thank you for your inquiry. 

            Testing below brown belt [6th, 5th. & 4th kyu] is 

by simply submitting a video following the directions 

in the Student Handbook [which is included as part 

of your membership package]. There is no testing or 

certificate fee. You would send the video to me via 

Hightail, a drop box service I use. You would NOT 

have to sign up or register with Hightail to use this 

service as I’m paying for it. Once I view the video 

and if I feel you have passed the particular belt rank 

requirements I will send you a certificate of rank as 

well as an audio evaluation of your video test. The 

skills you need to know for any belt test [including up 

through 5th dan black] are cross-referenced to my 

black belt video series and my books. 

            Starting at sankyu [3rd brown], instead of 

sending me a video, all testing is done via Zoom 

which is a much easier process [security-wise] to 

maintain the integrity of the testing and it also allows 

for an active interchange as would occur in live test-

ing. We both agree on a test date & time and I will 

set up the Zoom “meeting” for both of us. Starting at 

sankyu there is a test “set-up” fee of $25 due each 

time I need to set up a test for you. Most people 

pass the belt tests the first time through so they only 

have to pay a test setup fee once. You will get a 

copy of the Zoom video [whether or not you pass] 

and rank certificate [if you pass]  at no charge. This 

same process & same fee continues up through the 

black belt ranks. Once you get to 2nd or 1st brown 

 I didn’t have “official” belt rank requirements 

until I wanted to teach jujitsu as an actual classroom 

subject at the junior high school I taught at. Then I 

had to have “goals” objectives, means of measuring 

student progress, letter grade requirements, etc.   

 The same issue arose again, but from a cou-

ple of my black belts when they wanted to know 

specific requirements for black belt grades beyond 

nidan.  

fighting or countering their ki [actions], you are en-

hancing and using them to protect yourself from 

injury and guide them, hopefully, to a more control-

lable situation where they are no longer a physical 

threat to you.  

 So, in essence, you’re helping the sick. 

You’re not fighting them. You’re helping them – alt-

hough their ultimate destination may not be what 

their original goal was.  

 If you’re in a serious physical self-defense 

situation your goal and limitation [at least in Califor-

nia] is to do only what is necessary to protect your-

self from injury and safely remove yourself from the 

situation. By following Seki’s concept of “helping 

the sick” you can stay within that framework. From 

Seki’s perspective your intent was to help, not hurt. 

You only did what was necessary to help your at-

tacker on his way and to help remove yourself from 

the direction of his attack/ki a life-threatening situa-

tion.  

 Does this help resolve the conundrum?  

 

 I will give you one more bit of information 

that may help you reduce your concerns. As you 

become more proficient in traditional jujitsu [and 

most other traditional martial arts] your technique 

execution becomes more efficient AND, because of 

that, you can better control your attacker, thus 

“helping” him perhaps to a softer and less injurious 

consequence. That is also your responsibility as a 

skilled martial artist. Unfortunately I have had to 

use physically use jujitsu at least 4-5 times as an 

adult. However, because I was “competent” with 

the techniques I was able to “help” my attacker 

[even one who threatened me with a knife] without 

injuring them. And this is why you should continue 

to train --- so you can use your ki more effectively 

to protect yourself while “helping” your “sick” attack-

er on his way. 



  

ONLY  

CAN GET MY BOOKS 

BACK IN PRINT 

If you’d like to see my out-of-print books available 

again, either digitally [online] or in print, please con-

tact Patrick Sternkopf at pstern-

kopf@blackbeltmarketing.com . 

. 

 My out-of-print books are: 

 

 

Jujitsu: Intermediate Techniques of the 

Gentle Art Vol 2 #441 
Amazon $7-68  Ebay $8-111 

 

 

 

Jutte: Power of Ten-Hands Weapon 

#452 
Amazon $3000+  Ebay $141-183 

 

 

 

 

Jujitsu Nerve Techniques #473 
Amazon $28-165  Ebay $40-85 

 

 

 
 

Jujitsu Figure-4 Locks #506 
Amazon $16-465  Ebay $100-361 

[available on Kindle] 

 

 
Please email Patrick and let him know you’d like to see 

my books back in print or digital format. Give 2-3 rea-

sons for bringing them back into print and be sure to ask 

him when they’ll be available online or back in print.  

You’re the only one who can do this! 

Thank you 
 

Note: Used or new copies are sometimes available at 

www.amazon.com or www.ebay.com   

Above Amazon book prices are as of 7/2020      

you will also be sent the Black Belt Handbook 

[unless you want to buy it separately beforehand.  

            If anything is unclear here or you have any 

questions please ask. It’s always easier to be up-

front with people than to have to explain something 

“after-the-face”. So, if you have any questions or 

concerns please ask!. 

 Last, I’m attaching a couple of recent issues 

of Kokoro, my monthly Q&A newsletter for BJJY 

members, for your reading pleasure. 

            I hope this email addresses your concerns. If 

not, please feel free to ask whatever questions you 

feel are necessary. Also, please “resubscribe’ so I 

can get you back onto my mailing list. 

 

Q: On the Black Belt Handbook page 23, with the 

Shodan waza portion, there is asterisk on some 

wazas, what does it mean for those wazas? 

080222 

A: Do you realize that an explanation of those aster-

isks was accidentally deleted in the 2013 version of 

the Black Belt Handbook and you’re the FIRST 

PERSON to mention it! Mein Gott im Himmel!   

Because of your simple question I have spent 

the last 45 minutes correcting the Black Belt Hand-

book [page 23] and posting the new Handbook for 

access. I’m not upset with you because it was my 

omission error. A copy of the updated handbook is 

now available [attached for you]. 

 

 
Q: How should the "defensive tool demonstra-

tion" be done, is it just a few techniques with the 

tool or is it some kind of standard/program to 

follow? 080222 

A: I could try explaining it. However, there are a 

number of seminars you can view through Hightail 

Spaces, which I signed you up for a long time ago. I 

have attached the instructions for you to complete 

your end of the signup process. The HT Access 

Code is what you will actually need. You can only 

view the videos, not download them.  

 The videos below are also available for pur-

chase at https://budoshin.com/store/seminars-2-

5dan-videos/ . 

 Videos to watch that use “empty-

hand” [extension of techniques done with your emp-

ty hand and/or arm but with a “weapon”/defensive-

tool in your hand, thus making it an extension of 

your hand]: 

mailto:psternkopf@blackbeltmarketing.com
mailto:psternkopf@blackbeltmarketing.com
http://www.amazon.com
http://www.ebay.com
https://budoshin.com/store/seminars-2-5dan-videos/
https://budoshin.com/store/seminars-2-5dan-videos/


 

1-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $45 

2-Year US or international BJJY membership . . . $85* 

5-year US or International BJJY membership . . . ONLY $150* 
 

 

1 year BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course: 

. . . ONLY $119.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files] 

5 year US BJJY membership + 8-dvd or mp4 Home Study Course 

. . . ONLY $234.95* +s&h for dvds [no s&h for mp4 files] 
 

Click on: https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/ 

to get your membership. 
 

*2 and 5 year BJJY memberships or either Package Deal will also 

qualify you to receive over 100 streaming videos for FREE!  
 

All membership certificates are sent to you as pdf files for you to download and print. 

If you want “hard copies” of certificates mailed to you please contact me for shipping charges.  

Video #    Title     

 Segment 

045  Arlington Seminar 110318 

 Defenses with Household Items 

059  Summer Camp 2011  

 Flashlight Techniques 

055  Summer Camp 2009  

 Day 2: Applying Empty-Hand Techniques to 

  Weapons    

 Day 3: Cane Techniques [?] 

050  Summer Camp 2006  

 Part 3: Jutte Techniques, Hanbo  

 Part 4: Hanbo [continued] 

016  Jujitsu Cane Techniques 

027  Budoshin Jujitsu LED Flashlight 

Techniques 

 Also, any techniques shown in any of my 

books are also all “empty-hand” techniques and 

there may be an explanation of the concept in one or 

more of them. Specific references [based on a look 

through the table of contents of my books] are: 

Toward One Technique: Ch 6, Empty Hand, and Ju-

jitsu: Intermediate Techniques of the Gentle Art: Ch 

11, Staff & Baton Defenses [possibly]. 

 

Q: Can the part with multiple attackers be rec-

orded previous to the exam? 080222 

A: Yes in your case, as long as the attacks are ran-

dom and continuous for at least one minutes using 

two attackers. I’d prefer it to be done at the time of 

the Zoom test though. 

 

Q: Why do you require headshot photos for your 

black belt certificates of promotion and why are 

they printed as part of the document rather than 

stuck on? 080422 

A: All of these are security measures to prevent 

“alteration” of promotional certificates for “nefarious” 

abuses, which has happened. There are a number of 

other security measures I could implement courtesy 

of Adobe Acrobat Pro, but they haven’t been neces-

sary yet.  

 

Q: please let me know if you are okay with me 

calling you professor Kirby all the time, or would 

you like me to call you George on our communi-

cations, however in person, in the dojo and in 

the presence of students, I would prefer to ad-

dress you by your title of Professor. 080622 

A: With email either Sensei or George is ok. Email 

etiquette [?] tends to be an informal communication 

so either of those are fine. Same goes if we’re hav-

ing an informal conversation outside the dojo. On the 

mat it’s sensei or professor although some of my 

https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/


kids [when I taught it in school] called me Sensei K, 

whether or not we were on the mat. I was ok with it 

as it was said in a respectful manner. 

 

Q: What updates have been made to the system 

since those videos were filmed, apparently 30 

years ago now. Perhaps that question is an-

swered, at least in part, in some of your ad-

vanced books and/or via your mailing list. 

080722 

A: There may be some minor changes in the way 

techniques are taught but beyond that they’re un-

changed. Some “fine-tuning of techniques can be 

found at https://budoshin.com/training-testing/

technical-helps/ and also on YouTube. 

 The Student and Black Belt Handbooks bring 

some sanity and order to all of the techniques as 

both handbooks cross-reference all techniques to 

books and videos as well as show test sequences. 

Both books have been periodically updated since 

the original 8 videos came out.  

 My books do all clarification as well as ex-

pand on the technical aspects of the art. They also 

bring a sense of “method to the madness” of under-

standing how techniques work—- and how to make 

them work more successfully. 

 

Q: I like how your videos and apparently system, 

focuses on takedowns and transitioning immedi-

ately into or even flowing from submissions. 

There is no separation of takedown, ground con-

trol, and submission, it is all one. Also the gen-

eral emphasis on takedowns in the first place, as 

opposed to striking. 080922 

A: While Seki valued striking, he saw it as more of a 

distraction than a finishing move. However, if you 

could land a good finishing blow once the attacker 

was on the ground or in an open position, go for it. 

You may notice that most of the takedowns 

result in joint locks that will cause fractures and dis-

locations rather than a pin. Seki believed that once a 

physical attack was launched the attacker didn’t de-

serve a second chance. Besides, most attackers 

don’t know the word “maitte”. 

Yes, Seki believed techniques had to flow 

into one another for effective self defense. The rea-

son so many ground submissions are show is be-

cause most often the attacker will be on the ground 

although he may not be “sufficiently” injured to pre-

vent him from continuing his attack. One of the 

things that is hard for jujitsu students to accept is 

that if you execute your “standing” techniques cor-

rectly the technique will injure your attacker. I’ve had 

several students [including 12-16 year olds] who 

were attacked on the street. It was all over in 5-7 

seconds with the attacker injured from the joint lock 

itself or impact on the ground. No groundwork was 

necessary. 

With law-enforcement and in more recent 

teaching I tend to stress the importance of pain con-

trol. Sometimes if you can control a person with 

pain, injury can be avoided.  

https://budoshin.com/training-testing/technical-helps/
https://budoshin.com/training-testing/technical-helps/
https:/budoshin.com/store/books/


 
Going Back to Progress 

By Scott Anderson 

 

 In the kito-ryu 

dojo, the requirements 

for each belt test were 

posted on a wall.  High-

er belts ran the first 

part of the class warm-

ing us up and drilling 

everyone in the core 

techniques for the next 

promotion, and eventu-

ally, the sensei came 

out for 20 to 30 minutes 

of wisdom if not train-

ing. 

Every two or three months, the sensei would 

declare “Lesson 1 all over again.”  He had an “off the 

cuff” spiel about how the lowest belt in judo is white 

and the highest belt is white, so when you reach the 

highest level, you go back and start the curriculum 

over adding matured nuances and insight to your 

training.  The first three or four times that I witnessed 

this it seemed deep, but over time, watching him do 

the same thing with the same ad libs even at semi-

nars, I learned that going back to Lesson 1 was real-

ly code for him not having prepared a lesson for that 

class. 

Still, there was some truth hiding in what he 

said, but after several years of training with him, this 

equated to a quarterly wasted class—mostly be-

cause not even he could demonstrate any value 

added to revisiting Lesson 1.  The closest that we 

came to seeing this occurred when he invited a kara-

te master to demonstrate the throwing techniques 

hidden in karate kata which he did between lectures 

on a line of nutrition supplements that the master 

was promoting.  The theory was that in first master-

ing the kata, the karateka learned the striking tech-

niques, and then going through the second time, he 

learned the throwing techniques as they were inte-

grated into the striking techniques.   

Shortly thereafter, even with the metaphorical 

dye still wet on my black belt, it was time to move on. 

Many years and miles later, a kickboxing 

school asked if I could help—they had ventured into 

MMA, and they really wanted to master some throws 

and take downs.  They had some ex-wrestlers, but 

they were having real trouble integrating grappling 

with striking.  They had the striking game pretty 

much wired, and they really felt that they had a de-

cent ground game, but it was the transitions between 

standing and the ground or getting back up that had 

them flummoxed. 

I quickly noticed that they really did have de-

cent mat skills, but even their ex-wrestlers had trou-

ble getting an opponent to the ground.  I also learned 

that for a year or so they had a Brazilian ju-jitsu in-

structor teaching them, and his conclusion was that if 

they wanted to throw or take down an opponent that 

they were going to have to drop the whole kick box-

ing thing and go full BJJ.  He didn’t see a problem 

with that, but the kickboxers did, and so they parted 

ways with his parting shot being a line about them 

never amounting to much if they didn’t convert to 

BJJ. 

That was unfair.  This group actually had de-

cent success in professional and amateur MMA 

fights, and they really did have an idea about what 

they needed to succeed.  Their guest instructor I 

think was just unable to adapt his system to theirs. 

I think that I saw what was probably his main 

frustration.  It’s like as a group, they never went past 

“Introduction to Brazilian Ju-jitsu, Lesson 3”. If an 

expert showed up, they would try what he was show-

ing, and even put a whole week into it, but the very 

next week, they were back to “BJJ for Dummies.” 

Now, they did learn ankle locks from me, and 

they loved that I had lots of drills that they could 

learn, but what they really wanted from me was 

sweeping hip throws.  They decided that’s what they 

needed, and they took them up pretty readily and 

successfully, but they balked when I dared to sug-

gest uchi-mata—it was a technique too far.   

Shortly after moving away from that area I 

was teaching at a seminar, and a couple students of 

Japanese ju-jitsu had been taking BJJ for a couple of 

years and wanted to put on a quick BJJ demonstra-

tion and asked if I could help them put it together.  I 

think that their reasoning was that my background in 

mat wrestling would be a good cross check on what 

they planned to present. 

They decided to keep it simple, and about 

one minute into their trial run I realized that the kick-

boxing group that I has worked with actually was 

much smoother and cannier on the mat than these 



people who had studied BJJ (and Japanese ju-jitsu) 

for a couple of years, so I was able to help them 

quickly rework their material, and they gave a very 

nice demonstration. 

I left that seminar with a lesson in seeing 

what was before my eyes as opposed to what I be-

lieved was before my eyes.  The kickboxing team, as 

I said, was very specific about what they did and 

needed to do.  They had strictly limited their ne waza 

techniques, and while that seemed too narrow, they 

had revisited that material often enough to fully inter-

connect, intertwine, interlace, and mostly fully inte-

grate that material.  They made the most of a very 

deliberately small toolbox. 

That reminded me of something that I believe 

Joe Hess once said about belt testing being the big-

gest road block to developing solid self-defense 

skills.  Advanced techniques are often more about 

athletic skills than being the fastest, safest counter 

technique.  Kani basami against multiple attackers?  

Alas, I think not. 

A kito-ryu instructor who reviewed Lesson 1 

as filler is not the same as an instructor coach in a 

kickboxing school who carefully plans his transition 

into MMA.  The latter knew that they were widening 

their scope with only the same amount of time to de-

vote to training, so the answer was selecting and 

honing the exact dosage of material and effort to get 

the job done. 

If you are studying self-defense, certain skills 

must become not only instinctive but hard and pow-

erful.   That takes time and repetition.  If you are 

studying a martial art, then there is a constant path to 

technical advancement through technical complexity.  

That takes time and repetition.  If you are studying a 

martial for self-defense then you must figure out how 

to do both, or you may end up doing neither well.   

The best lessons aren’t always stated in the 

lesson plan.  Quantity and complexity should never 

be confused with quality, and while quality is easier 

to instill in a lesser number of things or processes, 

the more times those things are made or those pro-

cesses are performed, their quality and complexity 

grow with variations that crop up as the action is re-

peated.  The best example is the AJA self-defense 

competitions when at the green belt level, one con-

testant decides that he is going to win with purple 

belt techniques. 

For a moment, put yourself in the judges’ 

zoris:  which is more impressive:  a green belt doing 

a solid green belt technique presentation or a green 

belt performing visible flawed purple belt techniques?  

This isn’t diving or gymnastics with extra points for 

difficulty factors.  This is a competitive system to 

evaluate martial art proficiency, and a technique 

scoring as barely adequate with a compliant uke can-

not equate well with a technique that is solidly mas-

tered.  The former appears awkward while the latter 

appears fluid, smooth, and just quick enough. 

The path forward is not about revisiting Les-

son 1—that is too glib, too shallow, but if the goal is 

self-defense, the basics as set forth in Lessons 1 to 

roughly 10 deserve at least a quarterly review be-

cause they are the foundation for all that follows.  

You really should learn to throw on your two-legged 

base before going for one-legged throws.   If the 

foundation is not set, then the belt shouldn’t darken 

any time soon.   

Lesson 1 is a building block for a white belt, 

and for all others, it is DNA. 

What it comes down to in any martial art is 

control – of yourself and thus of your attacker. 

 

Q: What are the fees for each belt-rank test? 

081022 

A: There is no testing or certificate fee below 

sankyu. Just follow the test sequence indicated for 

each rank in the Student Handbook and send me 

the video using this link: https://spaces.hightail.com/

uplink/Budoshin . You do not need to sign up or reg-

ister with Hightail to use this link. I will send you an 

audio evaluation in return & advise you if you 

passed the test. If you pass the test I will also send 

you your BJJY certificate of promotion as a pdf file. 

 Starting at sankyu and up through dan 

grades there is a $25 test setup fee for each time 

you test for a rank. [Most people make it the first 

time.] Testing for sankyu & higher is live via Zoom. If 

you pass the test I will also send you your BJJY cer-

tificate of promotion as a pdf file. You will also be 

sent a video recording of the Zoom test. There is no 

BJJY certificate fee although if you want your certifi-

cate mailed to you flat [not folded], there is a $10.50 

Priority Mail charge [$45 International Priority Mail]. 

https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin
https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin


Also, starting at sankyu I encourage AJA member-

ship and rank certification [very inexpensive]. Start-

ing at shodan, AJA membership & rank certification 

is required for US members. 

 

Q: How much can a Priority Mail envelope hold? 

081122 

A: The USPS weight limit in the US is 4 lb or 1.8kg. 

It may be less for Priority Mail International. 

 However, as each of my books weigh be-

tween 6-11oz [0.17-0.31kg] I’ve never had to worry 

about the weight limit yet. 

 

Q: In looking through your Densho some of the 

technique descriptions are really hard to follow 

or don’t make sense. Is there a “key” or secret to 

understanding your notes? 081222 

A: These are my notes & are difficult for some peo-

ple to follow. Fortunately about 70-90 of the tech-

niques are cross-referenced to my books and vide-

os. If you can do that with a few techniques it should 

help you understand my technique execution de-

scriptions. The only common errors that may still ex-

ist in my Densho notes [and I think I’ve corrected 

most of them over the years] is that I sometimes say 

“left” when I mean “right” or “up” when I mean 

“down”. So, if some move seems totally illogical try 

going in the opposite direction.  

 

Q: I want to pick your brain about virtual teach-

ing and virtual testing. I am starting up again this 

year and bringing former  Black and Brown belt t 

students back on the mat. Distance is an issue 

fir some so I need some kind of combination of 

virtual/ in person. 

 Any ideas you would like to share would 

be appreciated! 081522 

A: Good question. [I think what you're really looking 

for is in the 4th paragraph below -- starting with 

"Zoom".] 

 First, as long as your promotional criteria is 

the same for live and virtual testing, your promotions 

will be respected by all students. 

 Second, regardless of how good or how de-

tailed the videos you use for training are you will in-

evitably have to do fine-tuning of technique execu-

tion. This is because either students don't pick up 

some of the finer elements of technique execution 

from your original videos [and sometimes live in-

struction as well] and need the 1:1 intervention. 

Some of my subsequent YouTube videos deal with 

common technique execution errors/

misunderstandings. Videoing techniques from vari-

ous angles & slo-mo will  help.  

  Third, you need to allow "distance" students 

to send you videos, perhaps of individual techniques 

so you can check & help if they're having problems. 

Most of the time their "problems" are pretty common 

errors, whether they're in the dojo or distance learn-

ers. You need to willingly correct the mistakes. It's 

important for them to realize this for their own sense 

of self-confidence [they are not alone]. Consider 

mistakes "normal" in the great scheme of things be-

cause they probably are unless the student is com-

pletely uncoordinated and obstinate. 

 Zoom has been a great asset & I'm using it to 

interact with students during brown & black belt test-

ing. So I end up doing a bit of teaching and spot fine

-tuning as they take the test. I consider that as part 

of their learning and their application of it, if needed, 

becomes part of my overall evaluation of their test 

performance. I'm not using it for lower ranks yet as 

basics are pretty straight forward and they can go to 

YouTube for most "basics" corrections. So I really 

recommend Zoom at this point for effective interac-

tion because they're familiar enough with the art so 

you don't need to start out at "square 1" with them. 

You can cover fairly complex point via Zoom and 

your brown/black belts will understand you. Plus the 

interactive video can help you and them as it's 1:1 

immediate communication and feedback. Don't be 

afraid to use technology to improve your students' 

learning capabilities. Some sensei really frown on it, 

but that's only because they haven't or don't want to 

use it. 

 The downside is that all of this can take time/

years to make really viable and useful videos. Even 

having your students use professionally made vide-

os oriented towards teaching techniques, rather than 

just showing them, will require fine-tuning by you.  

 Your distance students' most important asset 

will be a consistent training partner for any contact 

martial art. Otherwise it's just like learning how to 

drive a car and all you have is a steering wheel -- or 

an imaginary steering wheel. 

 If you're dealing with brown & black belts in 

particular,  they should have their basics down al-

ready. Their main task should be to smooth out their 

movements, increase the flow from one part of a 

technique to another and become more efficient in 



their movements while being relaxed as possible. 

They should be able to demonstrate increased ca-

pability to deal with continuous random attacks and 

demonstrate control over their attacker[s] .Speed is 

not a goal or even a factor in evaluating them. How-

ever, their improved quality of execution will in-

crease their speed naturally. There's an old US Ma-

rine saying: Slow is smooth -- smooth is fast. They 

should become smooth and that REQUIRES prac-

tice with a consistent uke. If they can do this "at their 

own location", so much the better. [[At least that's 

what I'm looking for in a brown and black belt.]] 

 Even though I was in only 1-2 of Seki's clas-

ses per week, my uke & I practiced probably another 

4-8 hours/week on our own. I continually stress this 

need to my students. But many come to the class 

once/week [I only teach one evening/week] and they 

do not practice at all outside of class although I 

have shown them various things they can do, even 

without an uke, to improve their skill level. 

 

Q: I recently had to take an advanced black belt 

mat test that took 2 hours & was physically ex-

hausting. Is that reasonable for a mid-level black 

belt mat test? 082222 

A: Although there are some sensei and ryu who be-

lieve that testing beyond “physical exhaustion” is 

essential I take a different view for a variety of rea-

sons. Even if you look at all the criteria/steps for any 

promotion in the Budoshin JJ Black Belt Handbook, 

rarely has an evaluation gone over 30 minutes. 

Why? 

 First, I [and most of my black belts - - - I 

hope] won’t evaluate a candidate unless they’re 

sure they can “pass”. To me, a belt “test” is a formal-

ity so the student can show his best skill level to his 

peers in a more formal environment. I have no de-

sire to put a student on public display and see him/

her fail or look like garbage in front of their peers – 

because his/her performance reflects on me as the 

sensei of the student. 

 Second, candidates are not tested on every-

thing. Examiners can select and evaluate because 

the candidate is expected to know everything. Have 

you ever taken any kind of test that covers 

“everything”, except perhaps in a college philosophy 

class where the essay test question is 

“Why?” [BTW, there are two correct answers: “Why 

not?” and “Why what?”. Go figure!]  

 Third, he continuous random attacks with 1-2 

attackers is a part of any belt exam [2nd or 1st kyu & 

up], but never longer than 60-90 seconds. Although 

it may or may not be physically trying on the candi-

date, the quality of technique execution does suffer, 

even after 4-5 attacks. What do I look for? Mat con-

trol and a variety of defenses, even f not perfectly 

executed  - - - due to the continuous attacks, the tori 

really has no time to think, and mushin is in play. 

 Just as an additional explanation, I have had 

numerous cases where I’ve had to use my jujitsu 

skills [even including one throw where I was able to 

put the person down gently]. I’ve had a number of 

students who have also had to use their skills on the 

street. In every situation the attack was over in 5-7 

seconds with the attacker down and/or sufficiently 

injured, thus incapable of continuing the attack or in 

a controlled situation where he was no longer a 

3 EASY WAYS to PAY!  
 
PayPal: The most common way to pay for mem-

berships & merchandise.  

Zelle: If you bank at JP Morgan Chase, Bank of 

America, Wells Fargo, First Bank, Capitol One, U.S. 

Bank, and almost 7,000 other financial institutions, 

[check https://www.zellepay.com/get-started ], you 

can use Zelle to send money directly to my check-

ing account. Email me for total prices including 

shipping for the items you want before paying with 

Zelle.  

Skrill: Good for those of you who don’t use PayPal, 

especially international purchasers. Go to 

www.skrill.com for more info. You will have to pay a 

percentage fee to send money directly to my check-

ing account. Email me for total prices including 

shipping for the items you want before paying with 

Skrill.  

 Please avoid sending checks [numerous 

restrictions & time constraints], or money via West-

ern Union [time & inconvenience] unless there are 

no other options open to you. Any checks from for-

eign countries must be payable from a US bank 

and will have a minimum 10-15 working day pro-

cessing delay due to banks’ check clearing proce-

dures. The three choices above in red will give you 

the best opportunities for the quickest turnaround 

between your payment and shipping your order to 

you. 

https://www.zellepay.com/get-started
http://www.skrill.com


 

1. Please make sure your uke is familiar with the 

techniques you’re going to do. 

2. Please make sure your video camera, cell-

phone, tablet, or laptop camera is at about waist 

height. 

3. Please make sure the camera can cover the en-

tire mat area in which the techniques will be ex-

ecuted. 

4. Please make sure your cellphone or other de-

vice is in a horizontal position BEFORE you 

start recording. Otherwise your video will be 

sideways and there’s no way to fix that. 

5. Please do a short test video so you are sure 

your cellphone or other device e is a] recording 

correctly—including sound, b] is in the correct 

position and c] can playback properly on a com-

puter screen. 

6. Please position yourself and your uke so that 

most of the technique execution is visible [can 

be seen by the device camera].  On occasion 

you may also repeat the technique execution 

from a different angle to make sure the entire 

sequence is visible. 

7. Send a copy of your video to me using Hightail 

[see details below]. 

8. Keep the original of your video for yourself.. 

 

 

You can send large files, such as your belt rank 

test/evaluation videos, or even videos of a tech-

nique you’re having problem with, [up to 5gb/file] to 

me via my Hightail “dropbox” at https://

spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin [new link] for 

FREE as part of your BJJY membership benefits.  

Just click on the link above & follow the direc-

tions. Also, you do NOT have to register or sign up 

with Hightail to send me these video files.  

threat. So, even a 60-90 second “street situation” 

of random attacks isn’t a realistic situation, much 

less two hours — unless you’re in a “sockie-chop” 

movie. At least you didn’t have to run 1-2 miles 

first. [Yes I’ve seen that as part of a black belt 

test.] 

 In my opinion, the goal of the street attack 

segment should be to view the candidate in a 

stressful situation over a reasonable period of 

time. After a couple of minutes anyone, regardless 

of rank, knowledge, strength, or youth, is going to 

start to look like garbage as the quality of tech-

nique execution and variety of defenses declines. 

 

Q: Why did you change the promotional re-

quirements for 4th and 5th dan? Was it due to 

the high failure rate  of 3rd and 4th dan testing 

or that graders weren’t grading correctly? 

082222 

A: No there weren’t any issues of failure rate or 

that graders weren’t grading correctly. The issue 

was an internal evaluation on my part of the follow-

ing issue: I somehow came to the realization that 

black belt testing was solely technical skills testing 

to 4-5th dan & then, all of sudden, [at 5th-6th dan] 

the candidate was being graded on what he was 

giving back. That’s a major shift in evaluation crite-

ria. I felt that there should be some sort of transi-

tional phase from demonstrating techniques to be-

ing a good example as a sensei. 

 

Q: I have not considered the BJJY member-

ship. I was not fully aware it was open to others 

in terms of people who were not students of 

you. I am also not certain of 

the benefits. 082322 

A: Actually, anyone can join the BJJY. Some do it 

as part of the instructional/promotional program 

and some do it just to support the goals and pur-

poses of the BJJY. It makes for a nice mix of peo-

ple dedicated to the art. As I’m sure you know by 

now, I prefer people who will challenge my thinking 

& some of the non-Budoshin sensei in the organi-

zation provide that. I see the challenges as a two-

way strength as I’m hopeful that they’re getting 

some benefit out of the relationship as well. 

 Benefits of BJJY membership [besides my 

charming{?} personality :) ] can be found at https://

budoshin.com/membership/benefits/ . There are 

https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin
https://spaces.hightail.com/uplink/Budoshin
https://budoshin.com/membership/benefits/
https://budoshin.com/membership/benefits/


also a series of Q&As at https://budoshin.com/about-

bjj/common-questions/ although they’re directed 

mainly at non-blackbelt potential BJJY members. 

 

Q: Please send me more information about Ju-

Shin. 082522 

A:  You can get a good summary about Ju-Shin at 

https://budoshin.com/resources/ju-shin/ . If/when I 

ever retire from teaching jujitsu I’ll probably start 

teaching ju-shin just to keep myself moving. The key 

[ki] will be to do it as slowly as tai-chi, which can be 

speeded up to tai chi chuan, a self-defense system. 

 If you have any other questions or need clari-

fications, please get back to me. 

 

Q: For me in Sweden, what is the benefit of be-

ing a member of AJA? 090522 

A: That’s a hard question to answer. The AJA is also 

a member of the European Jujitsu Union [EJJU] and 

it’s ranks are recognized by the EJJU. I am the US 

Representative. So you may want to contact Peter 

Rosendahl to see what benefit[s] the EJJU might 

bring to you. At the very least I would think they’d 

connect you with other EJJU dojo in Sweden. 

 The other advantage of AJA certification is 

that if I go off to the “great tatami in the 

sky” [hopefully not for many years] and you have an 

AJA certificate of rank, it would be easier for you to 

apply directly to the AJA NSCB [National Standards 

and Certification Board] for future promotions if I’m 

not around. The AJA is set up to do that. Your other 

alternative would be to find another Budoshin sensei 

of higher rank & hopefully he/she would promote you 

– if I’m no longer around. 

 

Q: Does the AJA have its own shodan certificate 

other than the BJJY-certificate? What is the dif-

ference? Do i need both? 090522 

A: Yes. The BJJY and the AJA each have their own 

certification. The BJJY certificate is issued by the 

BJJY. The AJA certificate is issued by the AJA. 

Whether or not you “need” both is dependent upon 

the information above which will hopefully help you 

make a decision as to the value of AJA certification. 

Wish I could give you a simple answer, but I’ve al-

ways believed in being straight-forward which some-

times isn’t simple because there are choices to be 

made with potential future implications. 

 

Q: Do you allow people to come with a partner 

and test at your dojo? I saw a article about this 

and it is not something that you are not really set 

up for or is it different now? If not where could 

you go the east coast that you could go physi-

cally and then take a test? 090922 

A: As my dojo is part of a city park program and us-

es a city facility, the only participants are those reg-

istered for my classes. I can bring in guest instruc-

tors, but beyond that I’m very limited. 

However, if you are a member of the BJJY 

[Budoshin Jujitsu Yudanshakai you can test via vid-

eo [sent to me as a mp4 file via Hightail {dropbox 

service I use at no cost to you} up though 4th kyu 

[purple belt]]. Starting at 3rd kyu [3rd brown belt] and 

up through black belt ranks all testing is live via 

Zoom. So there’s no need to travel. More infor-

mation on BJJY membership can be found at https://

budoshin.com/about-bjj/common-questions/ and 

https://budoshin.com/membership/benefits/ .There’s 

more specific information throughout the rest of the 

website - - or you can ask me via email. 

There are a number of Budoshin jujitsu dojo 

on the east coast although you’d have to check with 

individual sensei to see if they’d “test” you. You can 

find them on the AJA website at https://

americanjujitsuassociation.org . 

I also noticed that you signed up on my mail-

ing list in 2014, but never completed the “double opt-

in” sign-up process with VerticalResponse [VR], the 

company that manages my secure email list. VR re-

quires that you confirm your sign-up as part of their 

anti-spam protocol. If you would like to be on my 

mailing list to receive Budoshin-Online [monthly gen-

eral newsletter] and Kokoro [monthly Q&A newslet-

ter], please send me an email stating that you want 

to be on my mailing list. Hopefully VR will accept 

that. 

If you have any other questions please let me know. 

I usually respond within 24 hours. 

 

Q: Why do you constantly seem to refer inquir-

ers to pages on your website rather than just an-

swering their questions? 091022 

A: Ouch! 

 I will answer a question whenever I can. 

However, sometimes there is just more complete 

and accurate information on my website. So I refer 

them to a particular page for their answer. Also, as 

I’m not into “reinventing the wheel”, for lack a of a 

https://budoshin.com/about-bjj/common-questions/
https://budoshin.com/about-bjj/common-questions/
https://budoshin.com/resources/ju-shin/
https://budoshin.com/about-bjj/common-questions/
https://budoshin.com/about-bjj/common-questions/
https://budoshin.com/membership/benefits/
https://americanjujitsuassociation.org
https://americanjujitsuassociation.org


better phrase, repeating all the information on a 

website page into an issue of Kokoro seems very 

redundant and would take up lots of space. 

 I do admit that my website can be intimidat-

ing because it contains so much information. Howev-

er, once you get used to its setup, the website be-

comes a very valuable learning resource.  

 Why do I put so much information on my 

website? When I taught public school I eventually 

figured out that if I gave my kids all the instructional 

information at the start of the semester they had bet-

ter control of their outcome and grades. It took them 

a couple of weeks to get used to all that access, but 

once they figured out the process most of them did 

very well in my classes. It made teaching easier and 

more productive too. 

 [Oh. I got that idea from my “kids”.] 

TRAINING PARTNER HELP? 

 
 I can send this kind of email out to people in 

your state if you’re looking for training partners. 

Dear BJJY member, 

            If you would like to train with another BJJY 

member in (your state[s]), from any city below 

[except your own], please get back to me and I will 

send them a request from you.  

 Just let me know & I’ll do it! 

HO-HO-HO! 
It’s that time of year 

For Christmas cheer. 

But you BJJY membership may be 

due. 
 

So, while helping Santa out, 

Please don’t forget about 

The BJJY that’s serving you too. 
 

The tree is lit up, 

You’re baking chestnuts 

And Santa will bring you gifts too. 
 

So don’t shirk way 

Or put off for another day, 

Pay your membership now and be 

true! 

 

To keep Santa happy renew now: 

https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/ 

https://budoshin.com/membership/sign-up/

